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Murrayburn Primary School Home Learning 

Class Redwood  Wednesday 17th June 

Literacy Numeracy 
Spelling. 

Columns: Continue to practice a column of spelling 

words from the sheet provided. Identify the pattern. 

Cover, write and check those words. 

Extension: think of or find more words that use that 

pattern. 

Tin: Continue to practice reading words from tin. 

Extension: Challenge yourself to write some from 

memory. 

 

                           

Listening and Talking 

Talk to a grown up about high school. Ask 

them some questions about it. 

Reading:Play this reading deduction game. It is all 

about reading the directions carefully and making 

decisions based on what you read. 

http://flash.topmarks.co.uk/4025 

Writing:  

Continue to work through your high school 

transition booklet. A page a day or so is fine. 

 

Free Writing: If you want to do some more 

writing then please write ANYTHING you want 

and before you send it to me check spelling, full 

stops and capital letters. Extra challenge: swap 

some of your words for better ones using a 

thesaurus (available online). 

Addition/ subtraction/ multiplication. 

Mild: See next page. 

 

 

 

Spicy: See Mild on next page BUT also research 

Cost of essentials such as sun cream, toothpaste, taxi, 

holiday reading etc. Add these to your total. 

 

 

Hot: See Mild on Next page BUT  also research Spicy 

tasks AND convert your spending money into 

US Dollars. 

 

 

Sum Dog:  Log on to www.sumdog.com and play some 

of the games available. Please email the office if you do 

not have the password for sumdog and I can get these 

to you. About 10 minutes a day is a great target. 

 

Maths Text Book Work/ Worksheets 

Keep going with the text book and worksheets that we 

sent home. 

PE and Sensory Circuits  

PE with Joe Wicks: This is live at 9am on YouTube each 

day but you can watch it back and join in at any time.  

Sensory Circuits - These are best carried out in 

the morning to prepare you for the day ahead 

and should be done in this order: 

1. Alerting Activity (3-5 minutes) 

 - jumping jacks 

2. Organising Activities (3-5 minutes) 

- Make a line of soft toys along the ground. Make your way 

along the line picking them up. How many can you hold at 

once. If you get them all then try to make your way back down 

placing them in the order they started. 

3. Calming Activities (for as long as it takes you to 

feel calm and ready to start your day) 

-Listen to some peaceful music 

Project 

Look at the grid sent out about Space Travel 

activities. Chose an activity and send me some 

evidence of your work if you can. 

Life Skills:   

Sometimes an offer to help someone makes them feel 

good and makes yourself feel good too! Ask an adult at 

home if there is anything you can do to help around the 

house today and try your best at whatever they tell you! 

 

http://flash.topmarks.co.uk/4025
http://www.sumdog.com/
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